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sure that they would do that, but I don't want to,because 
of equity the reasons I guess I don't want to create a 
problem but I am concerned about it because it is my im
pression that there are those groups that go around the 
country looking for these kinds of instances and I assure 
that the attorneys doing it probably have a fifty-fifty 
or something better share. I do not know on this particular 
case that that is true, but I can well imagine that there 
well may be other examples that could be significantly 
greater than $13,900 that is involved in this issue today.
And I think it...there is a great deal of reluctance on 
my part to establish a precedent of picking up with General 
Fund money those funds that were erroneously as it turned 
out or illegally as it turned out placed into this fund, and 
I think it is even hard for me to imagine that they couldn't 
file a suit on an equity basis and maybe have some basis 
as to when inasmuch as the money was not placed in the fund 
originally correctly. But again, as I have indicated, I 
probably...I guess I will withdraw the amendment, having 
called attention to it, but I have a great reluctance to 
see this precedent started and I think that certainly by 
next session we need to establish by statute some clear 
policy so that this does not result in some future substan
tial amount of funds being charged to the General Fund 
because of an error somewhere along the line on property 
that was escheated back to the state. So with that comment 
and because of my reluctance to for equity of the individual 
attempt to stop the payment entirely, I will withdraw the 
amendment, Mr. President, but I do so very reluctantly.

SPEAKER MARVEL: The motion is the advancement of LB 548.
All those in favor vote aye, opposed vote no. All those
in favor say aye. Opposed no. The motion carried. The
bill is advanced. Okay, we are ready for 512. We are ready...
yes, go ahead, and then we will take up 512.

CLERK: Mr. President, a few items to read in if I may.
Mr. President, Public Works would like to have a meeting 
with the Natural Resources Commission at Noon on May 27 in 
Room 1517. Any Senators are invited to attend. That 
announcement is offered by Senator Kremer.

Mr. President, L3s 39, 39A, 179, 252, 451 and 499 have been 
presented to the Governor for his approval.

Mr. President, I have a proposed rules change offered by 
Senators Wesely and Beutler. That will be referred to the 
Rules Committee for their consideration. (See page 2144 of 
the Legislative Journal.;
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